
GPGPU based Lanczos algorithm for large symmetric eigenvalue problems

Abstract

Eigen value problems are heart of many science and engineering
applications. However, they are computationally expensive, especially when
the eigenvalue systems are very large. There are techniques like power
iteration, Arnoldi's algorithm, and Lanczos procedure when only few of
large or small Eigen values are required.

The use of GPGPU for these computations is challenging. The CUDA
computing model and PTX assembly from Nvidia does provide flexible
environment for a programmer to use the hardware to its threshold.

The Implicit restarted Lanczos has been developed for an NVIDIA GPU,
providing notable speed up over standard shared memory OpenMP model.
The salient features include householder transformations for QR
decomposition and strum sequencing techniques for eigen values of
symmetric tridiagonal matrix. The memory levels like shared memory,
caches, and registers have been efficiently used along with highly efficient
PTX assemblies. PTX assembly optimization includes reducing registers
in use; by managing assembly instructions pertaining to false shared
memory initializations and false movements of values around registers. 
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The Lanczos Iteration

The general Lanczos iteration for eigen value problems, involves extension 
of Krylov subspace resulting in creation of symmetric tridiagonal matrix and
then finding the egien values of resultant matrix. The unwanted values are
then discarded and the procedure is restarted until convergence is achieved.
The mathematical operations involved in the extension process fall in the 
category of level 1 and 2 of BLAS operations. Implementing these operations
on CUDA is quite straight forward. Also one can use cuBLAS library API, 
available from NVIDIA. However more complications are introduced in the
later part of the algorithm, in finding eigen values and applying restarting
techniques.
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Householder QR using dynamic parallelism
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House holder  t ransformat ions 
are simple orthogonal transformations 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  r e f l e c t i o n s  
through a plane. The annihilation 
of terms in every column keeps 
decreasing as we move forward 
in the decomposition process.
A static CUDA implementation 
results in more idle threads in the later 
end of the decomposition process. 

However a dynamic approach can avoid creating of idle warp cycles. A
logarithmic approach for dynamic creation of child warp is depicted here.

Strum sequencing and root finding techniques for Eigen values
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Matrix size 1K x 1K 5K x 5K 10K x 10K

OpenMP 80.12 ms (1x) 1857.2 ms (1x) 6345.78ms (1x)

Static CUDA 34.4 ms (2.32x) 714.30ms (2.6x) 2136.62 ms(2.97x)

Dynamic CUDA 33.66 ms (2.38x) 573.20 ms (3.24x) 1762.71 ms (3.6x)

The characteristic polynomial for Eigen value computation is used to
generate strum sequence. Then using root finding techniques like bisection

method, the Eigen values in
the sign change intervals are
found. The spectrum is divided
into intervals each containing
an eigen values and CUDA
threads are launched for
converging to the Eigen value.
Usually the interval widths are 
not uniform and the convergence
rate hence varies for different
threads. 

OpenMP implemented on AMD Opteron 8 cores, 2.30GHz
CUDA implemented on Tesla K40, with 2880 cores 

PTX optimization

Kernel C code Kernel PTX code Modified PTX code

__global__ void 
Kernel(int *c, const int 
*a, const int *b)
{

int i=1,j=2,k;
k=i+j;
c[threadIdx.x]=k;

}

{
.reg .u32 %r<15>;
.loc 15 9 0

$LDWbegin__Z9addKernelPiPKiS1_:
$LDWbeginblock_240_1:

.loc 15 11 0
mov.s32 %r1, 1;
mov.s32 %r2, %r1;
mov.s32 %r3, 2;
mov.s32 %r4, %r3;
.loc 15 12 0
mov.s32 %r5, %r2;
mov.s32 %r6, %r4;
add.s32 %r7, %r5, %r6;
mov.s32 %r8, %r7;
.loc 15 13 0
mov.s32 %r9, %r8;
ld.param.u32 %r10, 

[__cudaparm__Z9addKernelPiPKiS1__c];
cvt.u32.u16 %r11, %tid.x;
mul.lo.u32 %r12, %r11, 4;
add.u32 %r13, %r10, %r12;
st.global.s32 [%r13+0], %r9;

$LDWendblock_240_1:
.loc 15 14 0
exit;

$LDWend__Z9addKernelPiPKiS1_:
}

{
.reg .u32 %r<7>;
.loc 15 9 0

$LDWbegin__Z9addKernelPiPKiS1_:
$LDWbeginblock_240_1:

.loc 15 11 0
mov.s32 %r1, 1;
mov.s32 %r2, 2;
.loc 15 12 0
add.s32 %r3, %r1, %r2;
.loc 15 13 0
ld.param.u32 %r4, 

[__cudaparm__Z9addKernelPiPKiS1__c];
cvt.u32.u16 %r5, %tid.x;
mul.lo.u32 %r6, %r5, 4;
add.u32 %r7, %r4, %r;6
st.global.s32 [%r7+0], %r3;

$LDWendblock_240_1:
.loc 15 14 0
exit;

$LDWend__Z9addKernelPiPKiS1_:
}

The above simple kernel on optimization reduces the number of registers
from 4 to 3, as depicted in NVIDIA visual profiler reports.  The QR
decomposition kernel when optimized using similar tricks reduces the
register count by 5. The resultant kernel shows a 0.82x boost. However
this technique cannot guarantee total kernel optimization and may
invalidate the outputs. 

Validation of algorithm

T h e  S i n g u l a r  v a l u e
decomposition technique
for compression of images
uses few largest Eigen
values and corresponding
Eigen vectors. The test
image used here is
16384 x 8192 block of
RISAT-1 SAR image. 
The largest 1024 Eigen
values are found using
GPU based Lanczos
solver. The distribution
time for various kernels
is shown in the pie chart. Orbit - 313, Stripmap SAR, RISAT-1
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Future Scope
The algorithm can be extended
to non symmetric problem called
t h e  A r n o l d i ’ s  i t e r a t i o n .

The routine can be furthur
generalized for finding Eigen
values of operators along with 
matrices.
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